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Disclaimer
This document does not take precedence over local or 
federal laws and regulations. The legality of providing 
layperson emergency care  should be reviewed against 
these laws and regulations. This document does 
not provide comprehensive training. It is intended to be used alongside 
practical, hands on training as well as the relevant student materials.

Units of Measure
The default system of measurement used in First 
Response Training International materials is imperial 
generally followed by their equivalent metric values. 

To avoid confusion, hard conversions from one set 
of units to the other are only used very rarely, soft 
conversions only occasionally. 
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Introduction
�� Introduction
�� Objective of The 
Instructor Course 

Introduction
The material within this instructor guide addresses the required academic 
material for First Response Training International Instructor programs.

For several topics the instructor trainer will be referred to and is expected 
to utilize course specific instructor materials and current training standards.

Objective of The Instructor Course
The objectives of the Instructor course are to:

��Introduce the instructor candidate to International Training

��Introduce the instructor candidate to all of the programs they will be 
qualified to teach

��Introduce the instructor candidate to all of the instructor materials and 
student materials for those programs they will be qualified to teach. 

��Demonstrate how to use all of the support materials to teach those programs

��Teach the instructor candidate "How to Conduct" each of those programs, 
listing helpful hints on "How to teach" academics as well as possible problems 
they may experience in the practical sessions and ways to handle those 
problems
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Being a 
Professional 
Instructor 
Trainer
�� Our Job as Instructor Trainers
�� Being a Professional 
Instructor Trainer 

Our Job as Instructor Trainers
It would be so nice if we could place our hand on a new instructor's 
shoulder and transfer every training situation, good or bad, we had 
been involved in over our career. However, since we cannot do that, the 
next best thing is to pass these experiences along through the instructor 
training process and let them learn from us. Remember we must always 
lead by example. Whether it is in the classroom or at the local market, 
people are always evaluating our professionalism.

Being a Professional Instructor 
Trainer
What Does That Mean?

First, being a professional Instructor Trainer (IT) means you are 
an ambassador for International Training and First Response Training 
International. Many will look at you as an extension of headquarters.

Secondarily, you will need to work to maintain your knowledge and 
skill abilities. The following is a list that you should review on a periodic 
basis.
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As an IT you will need to:

��Stay up-to-date and current with industry and agency changes and all 
associated standards and procedures

��Maintain the highest level of integrity

��Maintain the highest standards of teaching possible

��Maintain and share knowledge with Instructors, Students and others

��Be a role model to colleagues, Instructors and Students - current and 
future - and lead by example

��Be a role model who is physically fit, ethical, has a positive attitude, 
shows consideration for others

��Keep abreast of the latest technology and changes

��Acquire knowledge and skills necessary to offer and attract business

��Charge a reasonable fee for services rendered

��Endeavor to be open-minded and fair

��Be a member of a self-policing organization

��Develop educators - teach people how to teach, NOT just mimic what 
someone else did

��Develop open-minded, patient instructors

��Teach instructors how to pass on their knowledge in a professional 
manner

An IT has a unique opportunity to positively influence the personal 
development of others which will be long remembered after the students 
have completed their training.
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This is A Business
You should schedule Instructor programs on a regular basis.

In addition to those individuals who may decide on their own 
to enroll in these programs the service provider, each of its staff, and 
instructor should also be alert to students in other continuing education 
programs who appear to be likely candidates for these courses. In many 
cases, the service provider and instructors will be seeking to identify 
potential additions to the service providers own staff.

Prior to accepting a candidate into these programs, many service 
providers and instructors conduct an individual counseling session with 
each candidate, to better understand their interests and long-term goals, 
and to ensure that each candidate fully comprehends the commitments 
involved in obtaining the next level of professional certification.
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Instructor 
Training 
Process
��Materials needed
�� Paperwork Required
�� Region Registration
�� Payment information
�� Other
�� Forms

Make sure to allow plenty of time for processing. New instructors may be 
anxious to begin teaching, but sufficient time must be allowed to ensure 
that the application is complete and has been processed and approved.

Materials needed
Instructor materials are required for each instructor program being 
taught. In some cases, digital instructor materials are available. When 
completing the online provider level program, candidates will receive 
a certificate of completion. For instructor courses, going through the 
provider level course (online or printed) is a good reminder and helps 
them understand what the provider used for knowledge development. 

It is recommended to direct instructor candidates to the members' 
area of the website, for a copy of the current standards. Make sure to 
check current price list for available materials.
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Paperwork Required
To register instructors, use the Instructor Registration and Upgrade form 
found in the IT resource section of firstresponse-ed.com (our website). 
The Instructor Registration/Upgrade form along with a copy of the final 
exam, must be sent to headquarters or your local regional office with the 
processing fee.

Note, only one IT is required for signing off an Instructor.

Region Registration
All Instructors and Instructor Trainers must be registered with the 
regional office where they are residing.

For example; an Instructor travels to the United States from the 
United Kingdom to get trained as an instructor but will be going back to 
the UK to teach. Their registration paperwork must be submitted to the 
Regional Office in the UK.

Professionals who will be residing in another region for greater than 
four months are required to notify that region and affiliate with them. 
It is strongly encouraged that prior to traveling to a new region the 
instructor is to contact the local International Training regional office for 
that region.

Payment information
A processing fee is required for all instructor processing. Credit card 
information for the First Response Training Instructor application 
should be entered in the appropriate area. Electronic payment services 
are sometimes available, depending on the regional office. Without 
proper payment information, the instructor application will not be able 
to be processed. If unsure of payment methods, check with the regional 
office that serves the new instructor's region or HQ.
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Other

Reiterate the following
Annual dues must be paid yearly – the standards and procedures 

covers when they are due.
In many places around the world Professional liability insurance may 

be required in order to be able to teach and issue certifications. Check 
with HQ or your local regional office to determine what is required in 
your area.

Forms
Forms can be found in the member’s area of the First Response 
International Training website in the standards section under the forms.

Academic Evaluation Form – Evaluation criteria 
Evaluation criteria used in the form

��1 = Fail
��2 = Needs improvement
��3 = Adequate
��4 = Good
��5 = Excellent

It is suggested to demonstrate a short (5 to 7-minute) presentation so the 
candidates can see how it should be performed and how the evaluation 
criteria should be applied when evaluating a presentation.
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The Learning 
Process
�� Introduction
�� Learning
�� Factors That Affect 
Learning
�� Phases of Teaching
�� Learning Objectives
�� Instructional Theory – 
Phases of Learning

Introduction
During this session it is important that the Instructor Trainer (IT) lead 
by example by being prepared and using the proper teaching materials 
(manuals and slates) when teaching the instructor program. Once the 
IT has covered this material, it is recommended to give a brief academic 
presentation using the academic preparation forms, and to have the 
candidates help prepare for the presentation. By demonstrating the 
proper use of the forms, candidates will see exactly what the IT is looking 
for in a presentation.  This chapter looks at how people learn, why they 
learn and how the instructor can provide multiple methods to enhance 
or increase learning for the students.

Learning
Learning is very personal:

��We all learn in different ways – you should be open to change your 
teaching methods as needed

��Permanent and observable change in behavior occurs when people are 
learning

��Student retention can be measured by testing them
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Factors That Affect Learning

Readiness
Differences between Adults and Children

��Time of day class is held
��Physical preparedness
��Breaks

Intensity
Why one course is remembered over another

��During the course intensity can vary from low to high depending on 
the activity
��Instructor shows excitement
��Instructor makes the course more fun

Primacy
Do it right the first time

��Knowledge
��Skills

Exercise

Academics
��Student completes manual or online session
��Instructor reviews materials

Practical Sessions
��Skills are demonstrated
��Students practice repeatedly until reaction becomes second nature
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Effect
��How did the learning affect the student?
��If the student is having fun while learning they will learn better
��Was the student able to apply the information learned to their 
activities?

Phases of Teaching

Assessment
��Who is the audience?
��Age and maturity level
��Past experience
��Partner dependence

Presentation
��Tell them what they will learn
��Clearly define the objectives for the presentation
��Take periodic breaks
��Be clear

Application
��Show how the information will be applied
��Students should be able to apply during the presentation

Evaluation
��Testing their knowledge or skill ability
��Written or oral exams
��Skill demonstration



Learning Objectives
What the students should be able to do with the information, the A-B-
C-D of establishing an Objective

��A= Audience – Who is it?
��B = Behavior – What they should be able to do?
��C = Condition – Under what conditions are they required to perform?
��D = Degree – How well must it be done?

Instructional Theory – Phases of 
Learning

Stimulus – Attention getting steps
��In classroom, ask a question
��Hand out a training aid, such as a prop
��Give handouts to students

Response
��Response from students after attention getting step
��Attention should be focused on instructor

Reinforcement – Classroom
��Ask questions; give positive reinforcement to correct answer

Reinforcement – Practical
��Re-demonstrate skill emphasizing correct process
��When completed correctly, give for example a handshake or a “high-
five” as positive reinforcement

Motivation
��Students must want to learn
��Instructor must continue to motivate with positive reinforcement
��Answer “Why” this is important before it is asked
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General Teaching 
Methods
�� Presentation Types
�� Factors That Influence 
Communication
�� Teaching Tools
�� Scheduling Considerations
�� Trust
�� Lesson Preparation
�� Scheduling
�� Apprenticeship
��Multiple Training Sessions
�� Sample Course Schedule
�� Additional Training Activities

Presentation Types

Oral Presentations
��Students can interact with instructor and each other
��Builds rapport within the class and between instructor and student
��Students can be tested verbally
��Instructor must overcome public speaking phobia
��Tips for dealing with nervousness
��Use of visual aids

Guided Discussion
��Instructor can answer questions
��Interaction with each other and the instructor
��Must be controlled to keep on track and within time parameters
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Online Training
��Can be "blended" with other types of training

��Does not replace face-to-face interaction

��Student's progress can be monitored when using the International 
Training online program

Factors That Influence 
Communication

Vocal Expression
��Volume and rate of speech
��Use of voice inflection, allows one to show emotion
��Keeps students engaged
��Can gain attention to a particular point
��If someone must translate, slow down

Image
��Wear appropriate clothing
��Logoed shirt

Posture
��Appear relaxed

Nervousness
��Control by practicing
��Know the subject
��Review presentation
��Training aids

��They help to explain subject
��Can serve as a distraction
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Teaching Tools
There are a number of tools you can employ in your teaching and 
presentations. You can for example use various props you made yourself to 
demonstrate different aspects of what you want to convey to the student. 
Should be rather obvious but make sure your tools and props work properly 
prior to class starting.

��PowerPoint presentations
��Equipment and props for demonstrations
��Video equipment

Scheduling Considerations

Classroom
��Depending on the time of day the class is held may require periodic breaks

��Encourage Class/Student interaction

��Let Student explain and demonstrate to each other 

��What location is being used?

��Is it shared with other activities?

��Is it a workplace?

��Have extra equipment available

��What are the emergency procedures for facility?

��Maximize time so the students can learn and practice skills

Not Engaging
Encourage students that is holding back to get more engaged. Make sure 
to talk with student immediately if they appear to be uncomfortable and 
be prepared to discreetly pull them aside in order to have a more honest 
conversation with them.

��Students that do not engaging in practical exercises
��Students that is just sitting and are not participating even when asked
��Students that are simply falling asleep
��Students that is distracted by phone, computer, or other students
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Trust

Foundation of trust
��Trust must be earned

��Being prepared helps to earn trust

��Answer questions promptly

��Find out answers to questions if answer is unknown and get back to 
the students with the answer

Take time to know students – Ask Questions
��Why they are taking the course
��What their personal goals for are
��Asking probing questions helps to build rapport

Lesson Preparation
Prepare a list of needed items

��White board, markers, video equipment, computer, AED, First Aid 
samples

��Test all equipment to make sure it is performing properly

��Are all materials needed? If so, are they available?

��Clean and organize the classroom

��If pertinent provide shade at the location for protection from sun and 
weather

��Tables and Chairs
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Scheduling
There are various options when scheduling an Instructor course. How 
you arrange the schedule may depend on whether the candidates are 
local, traveling from out of town and how quickly they would like to 
complete their training. Below are some scheduling options. These 
are samples only and do not have to be followed verbatim. The IT can 
arrange the topics in any order they wish.

Apprenticeship
By far the best way to learn is to watch, assist, and participate in the 
training of students. 

This mentoring method will take slightly longer period of time, but 
the instructor candidate will have the advantage of working with actual 
students under actual situations that will allow them to see and deal with 
actual problem situations. They will also get to see the excitement and joy 
a student has as they accomplish each step towards their certification.

The apprenticeship method is usually conducted with an instructor 
candidate that has come up through the ranks and wishes to gain as 
much experience as they can by watching and assisting the instructor 
trainer. This type of schedule works well on a one-to-one basis but is 
not practical with multiple candidates mostly because it is difficult to 
coordinate multiple schedules and you don't want students affected. 

Multiple Training Sessions
The multiple training sessions method involves recurring meetings over 
a period of time. The meetings typically occur once or twice per week, 
such as Tuesdays and Thursday evenings, and usually last no more than 
three hours each. The amount of information presented at these meetings 
is more limited than with other methods. The meeting schedule is 
usually worked out between all the instructor candidates and the IT(s) to 
accommodate everyone's schedule.
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Be careful not to allow too much time between meetings as the 
candidates may find it hard to recall previous information. The drawback 
to using this method is that it can take a long time to complete the 
program. A combi  nation of the multiple meetings and apprentice 
methods works well. The instructor candidates can learn a little and then 
go and apply it as they assist an instructor.

Finding the right schedule for the candidate and instructor trainer is 
key to a successful and well-trained instructor.

Sample Course Schedule
Meeting One - 6:00-8:00 pm

��Paperwork
��The Professional Instructor
��The evaluation system

Meeting Two - 6:00-10:00 pm

��Building a presentation
��Business of Teaching

Meeting Three - 6:00-10:00 pm

��Practical Session

Meeting Four - 6:00-10:00 pm

��Work with actual students

Additional Training Activities
In addition to the academic material addressed in the student manual 
and this instructor guide, the Instructor Course includes required 
training activities in practical application, as well as the specific 
performance requirements for all instructor candidates. Accordingly, 
the reader is directed to the current standards for additional information 
regarding the requirements for the instructor certification.
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The Business 
of Training
�� The Professional's Role
�� The Impact of Education
�� Recruiting New Students
�� Customer Retention

Many instructors have a limited background in business practices, so 
this is an important section to thoroughly review. Instructors play an 
important role in generating future business even if they are a part-time 
instructor. Likewise, improper business practices on the part of the 
instructor can cause an Instructor to fail from a business perspective.

The Professional's Role
Importance of the Service Provider/Instructor

��The goal of the professional and service provider, is to create a loyal 
customer

��Without the service provider/instructor, the customer would have 
limited options for training, equipment and services.

��The service provider/instructor provides a single outlet for:

��Equipment, sales, rentals

��Training and classroom

��General knowledge
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The Impact of Education
There are essentially two methods:

First - "School of Hard Knocks"

��Learn as you go
��You wind up making a lot of mistakes
��Frustrating process, prone to errors

Second - Formal education

��Education is important to develop comfortable confident students
��Promote education and renewal of skills starting at the first course
��Remind students of need for recurrent training
��Scheduling is critical
��Students trust the professional that they have been taught by

Recruiting New Students
Everyone an Instructor meets is a potential customer/student!

��Social media – create accounts, create hashtags, post regularly 

��Recruiting through referrals

��Word of mouth is the best type of advertising

��Getting referrals

��Collect contact information for potential students from current 
students

��Create an incentive for current students for referrals

��Business, schools, community centers

��Design incentive package

��Bidding courses
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Customer Retention
Does the relationship with a student end when they complete their 
program with you? Committed and active students will continue to come 
back for information and recurrent training.  If the instructor conducts 
a professional program for a fair price, that recurring business is almost 
guaranteed.

How can a professional help retain a customer and keep them active?

��Suggestion, Brainstorm answers on board with the Instructor 
candidate.

��Create and promote local opportunities

��Observation: Invite students to come to the local events or seminars 
when instructors are conducting local training.

��By celebrating students reaching milestone – post on social media with 
photo
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Setting up a 
Course

You should go over what it takes to setup courses with the instructor 
candidates. 

The following techniques can be applied to any 
program
��Preparation
��Activities

Pre-course Preparation Course Schedule
��Six (6) to Twelve (12) month schedule

Location for Training
��Classroom
��On-site - workplace
��Support staff needed
��Make sure individual insurance and membership fees are current
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Using Assistants During Training - Duties an 
Assistant can fulfill
��Review knowledge quests
��Another set of ears and eyes in classroom, practical
��Review paperwork for completeness
��Supervise while instructor works one-on-one with a student 

Budgeting a Course
��Define Fixed costs
��Define Variable costs
��Your "salary" for teaching
��Depreciation on equipment etc...
��Travel costs
��Accommodations
��Annual organization Fees
��Insurance
��Cost of Sales
��Classroom Rental
��Course Materials
��Equipment Rentals
��Replenishing supplies (like gloves)
��Incidentals / Sundries

Go-No-Go for course
��Calculate minimum number of students
��You may opt to conduct a course for a single student
��Factor in for unforeseen glitches
��Base your decisions on sound business practices
��Remember time is a finite resource!
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Marketing 
Training
�� The Five Ps of Marketing

You should Understand, Analyze and Answer:

��What you are selling?
��Who are you selling it to?
��What will make them buy it?
��How much will they pay for it?
��Where and how do you go to tell them about it?

The Five Ps of Marketing
��1 = Product
��2 = People
��3 = Position
��4 = Price
��5 = Promotion

Understanding the 5 Ps of marketing is essential to your success.

1 = Product - What is the nature of our product?

��Learning something that could save a life
��Learning more to build self-confidence
��Fulfilling a goal
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2 = People - Who is most likely to buy it - and why?

��Adults are primarily internally motivated . . . they want to learn . . . 
rather than externally motivated which means they must learn.  For 
some mandated courses, however, that may not hold true.

��Customers with disposable income may be some of your best 
customers due to cost.

��Long-term customers want to belong to a community.

��Good customers deserve great service.

3 = Position - Why buy it and not something else?

��The principal competition are other service providers.
��Promote quality of training.

4 = Price - Where will your income come from?

��Price = cost + value

��Sticker-price resistance is not usually centered on price but on a 
misunderstanding of value. Millions buy a $5 coffee every day!

��Continual discounts degrade the value of a product or service in the 
consumer's eyes.

��Using training as a "lost leader" is a recipe for failure.

5 = Promotion - How are you going to let customers know what you have 
to offer?

��Word of mouth is the best promotional tool.
��Internet works 24/7 (online training).
��Social media
��Other opportunities may include 

��Corporate 
��Colleges, Universities, 
��Trade Schools
��Clubs and Social Groups
��Child Care
��Individuals
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Instructor 
Courses
�� Prerequisites to Start the 
Instructor Program
��Materials Required
�� Course Content
�� Required Skill 
Performance
�� Course Completion 
Requirements

The Instructor Standards are contained in the Standards and Procedures, 
Part 3

Naturally, additional information and skills may be supplemented 
by the IT based upon past experience combined with local customs and 
regulations.

Prerequisites to Start the Instructor 
Program
Prerequisites to start the Instructor program include:

��Check applicable standards

��Get proof of meeting the prerequisites for each student (for the student 
file)



Materials Required
Teaching any program with outdated materials is just asking for 
problems. The IT should ensure that their materials are current, and each 
instructor candidate has the current materials with which to teach the 
program.

Instructor Trainer
��Appropriate user student materials
��Appropriate instructor guide
��Appropriate PowerPoint Presentation® (Course specific)
��Instructor Trainer Manual

Instructor Candidate
��Appropriate instructor guide (see current price list for options)
��Online course codes

Prior to beginning the program, the instructor candidate should review 
all instructor and student materials and complete all knowledge quests 
and final exams, so they are completely familiar with the subject matter 
and the support materials to teach the program or programs they are 
applying for.

Course Content

Instructor Registration
��Personal Information
��Liability Release
��Creating a profile on First Response Training Internationals website

Introduction
During the initial session the IT and candidates should:

��Get to know each other

��Make sure that all pre-course requirements have been met
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��The required paperwork should be reviewed, completed, and collected 
at this time

��The IT should conduct a thorough course overview and inform the 
candidates exactly what will be expected of them during the course

��It would also be advisable to inform the candidates at this time what 
steps will be necessary should they not pass in their first attempt to 
complete the course

9.3.3 Structure and Schedule
��Independent Study
��Classroom Presentations
��Required Equipment
��Items you'll need for this course

Methods of Instruction
Go through the various methods of Instructions. This manual has a lot of 
samples you can build from.

Sample Exercises
Problem: Present the instructor candidate with a common problem 
experienced while teaching during the classroom portion of a course. 
This may be information in the materials that is misunderstood.

Prevention: Now take the common problem and show the candidate 
how to prevent it from happening. Keep in mind they may have never 
seen this before, so you need to slowly walk them through the process 
step-by-step.

Problem: Present the candidate with a common problem experienced 
during the practical portion of the course.

Prevention: Walk them through step-by-step how to identify it before it 
happens and prevent it. Take your time and make sure they understand 
and know what to look for.

Repeat this process several times, letting the candidate figure out how to 
work though the problem solving and prevention. Do this until they are 
comfortable with the process and need less of your guidance.  
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Review of the Standards and Procedures
The information below includes some of the key points that the IT must 
review with all instructor candidates. Use the current Standards and 
Procedures manual for this.

��Introduction
��The History of ITI
��ITI Training Philosophy
��Membership Status
��Annual Professional Renewal
��Registration Procedures
��Professional Responsibilities of the Instructor
��ITI Quality Assurance Procedures
��Using the Standards and Procedures Manual

Other Areas to be Covered
��Materials and Props that can be used when teaching courses
��Electronic Instructor Resource
��Student materials
��On-line programs
��Liability form
��Prepare and present practical presentation(s) for courses they are 
applying for
��Business possibilities
��Marketing options

Online Catalog
Show them how they can access the online catalog and order materials.

��How to Purchase Product
��firstresponse-ed.com or tdisdi.com
��Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year
��May not be available in all regions
��Most products are available online
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Required Skill Performance
The student must (see applicable instructor course standards for exact 
details of skill requirements):

��Do Academic presentations
��Demonstrate Practical Skills to instructor level quality
��Show a comprehensive understanding of knowledge and skills
��Show preparation, planning and control in Course management and 
Activities

Course Completion Requirements
In order to complete this course, the student is required to pass all the 
following (see applicable instructor course standards for exact details of 
requirements):

��Satisfactorily complete the instructor written exam or online exam.
��The IT may issue a written exam in addition to the online exam the 
candidate has completed. It is, however, recommended to inform the 
candidates of that possibility at the beginning of the program.
��Complete all practical requirements
��Demonstrate mature and sound judgment concerning class planning 
and execution

Up to this point the instructor candidates have worked under the direct 
supervision of an instructor. Now it's time for them to look at things 
from a different perspective and work independently as an instructor.


